
• UNCAC Open-ended Inter-governmental Working Group on Prevention of 
Corruption (22-24 August, 2016, Vienna) 

The use of information and communication technologies for the implementation 
ofthe UNCAC 

Information and communications technologies (leT) have been hailed as the answer to 

practical problems of increasing transparency and public accountability in public 

administration. 

leT can make it easier for citizens to scrutinize government activity and to voice 

concerns and opinions about its performance. The use of leT in public administration 

also presents two types of corruption prevention challenges. 

The first is that fraudulent activity in public administration, as elsewhere, can be made 

easier and more damaging by using leT. 

Secondly corruption risks can arise from the increasing depe-ndence of public sector 

agencies on leT to run their operations. Both the purchase and maintenance of leT 

systems requires technical expertise that may be lost as public administration prioritizes 

core functions over administrative support. 

Buying in this expertise without due diligence exposes public authorities to the 

challenges of a contractor workforce mentioned earlier but with the potential for greater 

damage than in many other administrative support functions. 

The core challenge is in maintaining costly expertise. leT plays a role in preventing 

corruption not only in accountability and transparency but also by supporting the quality 

of an organization's operational efficiency and robust internal ~!overnance. Inside public 

sector agencies, electronic records management systems can improve the quality, 

reliability - and even the existence - of public records and administrative performance 

generally. Electronic data can also facilitate more efficient auditing and ex post 

investigation of processes and analysis of corruption risks that can be used as strategic 

intelligence to improve systems. 
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• Electronic systems can be designed to reduce opportunities for manipulation and cover

ups and to incorporate in-built access and approval controls to protect operational 

integrity.ICT has been proposed as particularly useful in the management of public 

procurement and in tax administration. 

Protection of integrity in sport by promoting good governance in sport and 
mitigating the risk of corruption 

Prevention of Corruption in Sport 

Sport is a multi-billion dollar business. It has intricate ties to political and private 

interests. This means rich opportunities for corruption. Yet across the sporting sector, 

most deals and decisions take place behind closed doors. This allows corruption to go 

unchecked and unpunished. 

Corruption in sport has many forms. Referees and players can take bribes to fix 

matches. Club owners can demand kickbacks for player transfers. Companies and 

governments can rig bids for construction contracts. Organized crime is behind many of 

the betting scandals that have dented sport's reputation. And money laundering is 

widespread. This can take place through sponsorship and advertising arrangements. Or 

it may be through the purchase of clubs, players and image rights. Complex techniques 

are used to launder money through football and other sports. These include cross

border transfers, tax havens and front companies. 

Much can be done to break the ti es between sport and corruption. But we need to get 

everyone involved to work together. Openness in decisions and policies is vital. 

Governments must work closely with the international gaming industry and anti-fraud 

organizations. Then they can follow the money in betting. Sporting organizations can 

write anti-corruption measures into their constitutions and codes of conduct. And clear 

regulations and openness in player transfers will protect the employment market. But 

we must make sure rules are actively enforced. 

Open, competitive bidding processes will help prevent corruption when host cities or 

venues are chosen for sporting events. They're also essential in bids for major projects, 

such as building stadiums. Bids need to be monitored to make sure they're fair. 

Sponsors can play their part by promoting ethics in sport as part of their corporate 
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• responsibility programmes. The media also has the power to raise awareness about 

corruption in sport. With these changes to the rules of the game, the sector can regain 

its reputation for fair play. 

Corruption Scandals in FIFA 

In 2015, U.S. federal prosecutors disclosed cases of corruption by officials and 

associates connected with FIFA, the governing body of association football, 

futsal and beach soccer. 

Near the end of May 2015, fourteen people were indicted in connection with an 

investigation by the United States Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the Internal 

Revenue Service Criminal Investigation Division (IRS-CI) into wire fraud, racketeering, 

and money laundering. The United States Attorney General simultaneously announced 

the unsealing of the indictments and the prior guilty pleas by four football executives 

and two corporations. 

The investigation mostly revolved around collusion between officials of continental 

football bodies CONMEBOL (South America) and CONCACAF(Caribbean, Central and 

North America), and sports marketing executives. The sports marketing executives 

were holders of media and marketing rights for high-profile international competitions 

including the Americas' FIFA World Cup qualifying tournaments, and showpiece 

tournaments CONCACAF Gold Cup and Copa America. 

CONCACAF President Jeffrey Webb, also serving president of the Cayman Islands 

Football Association, was arrested in connection with the investigation, as were two 

sitting FIFA Executive Committee members: Eduardo Li of the Costa Rican Football 

Federation and Eugenio Figueredo, formerly of the Uruguayan Football Association, 

and former CONMEBOL President Nicolás Leoz. The investigation lasted several years, 

with the first arrest, of former CONCACAF president Jack Warner's son Daryll, made in 

July 2013. 

In total, seven current FIFA officials were arrested at the Hotel Baur au Lac inZürich on 

May 27. They were preparing to attend the 65th FIFA Congress, which was scheduled 

to include the election of the president of FIFA. They are expected to be extradited to 

the United States on suspicion of receivingUS$150 million in bribes. There was also a 

simultaneous raid on the CONCACAF headquarters in Miami,l and later, two further 
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• men handed themselves in to police for arrest: Jack Warner and marketing executive 

Alejandro Burzaco Two further arrests of FIFA officials at the hotel occurred in 

December 2015. 

The arrests case triggered Australia, Colombia, Costa Rica, Germany and 

Switzerland to open or intensify separate criminal investigations into top FIFA officials 

for corruption. 

The 2015 arrests center on the alleged use of bribery, fraud and money laundering to 

corrupt the issuing of media and marketing rights for FIFA games in the Americas, 

estimated at $150 million, including at least $110 million in bribes related to the Copa 

América Centenario to be hosted in 2016 in the United States. In addition, the 

indictment handed down by the U.S. District Court in Brooklyn, New York, alleges that 

bribery was used in an attempt to influence clothing sponsorship contracts, the selection 

process for the 2010 FIFA World Cup host, and the 2011 FIFA presidential election. 

Specifically, an unnamed sports equipment company - identified in multiple sources 

as Nike, Inc - is alleged to have paid at least $40 million in bribes to become the sole 

provider of uniforms, footwear, accessories, and equipment to the Brazil national team 

In December 2010, the FBI's New York office began investigating American soccer 

executive and CONCACAF official Chuck Blazer as a spin-off of an unrelated organized 

crime investigation, and in August 2011, IRS-CI's Los Angeles office began 

investigating Blazer's alleged failure to file personal income tax returns. In December 

2011, IRS-CI became aware of what the FBI was up to from news reports and the two 

offices began a joint investigation of Blazer. They were investigating Blazer's 

involvement in the bidding process for host countries for the FIFA World Cups from the 

early 1990s onwards. (The United States is one of two countries that broadly exercise 

worldwide jurisdiction to tax the net income of its citizens from any source in the world; it 

also requires taxpayers to report and pay tax on illegal income, and exercises worldwide 

jurisdiction over all financial institutions with U.S.-based account holders.) 

In November 2013, Blazer pleaded guilty to 10 criminal charges including wire fraud 

conspiracy, money laundering, and offenses involving income tax and banking. Blazer's 

guilty plea had aimed to sta ve off a more serious charge of racketeering, which carried 

a potential 20-year prison sentence. Blazer would later make secret recordings of 

meetings with FIFA officials, and allegedly carried a recording device concealed in a key 
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• ring during the 2012 Summer Olympics in London. The information against Blazer (the 

charging document used in lieu of an indictment for a plea bargain) was revealed on 

May 27,2015, the same day that the arrests were made in Zurich. 

In 2011, Phaedra AI-Majid, who was part of the successful 2022 Oatari World Cup Bid, 

came forward as a whistle-blower. She claimed that Oatar paid $1.5 million to African 

Football Confederation president Issa Hayatou, Ivory Coast Fifa member Jacques 

Anouma and Nigeria's suspended official Amos Adamu to vote for Oatar; all three 

denied the allegations. She later stated that she had fabricated her claims for media 

attention. AI-Majid co-operated with the Garcia Report. In November 2014, she stated 

that she was coerced into withdrawing her allegations as she feared for her safety and 

due to her lack of legal representation As of June 2015, she was in FBI protective 

custody, when she stated, "The FBI have everything... There are people who are 

annoyed with me [for speaking out], and what really irks them is that I'm a female, 

Muslim whistleblower In May 2011, The Sunday Times published claims from a whistle

blower that President of CAF Issa Hayatou had, along with fellow Executive Committee 

member Jacques Anouma, accepted $1.5 million bribes from Oatar to secure his 

support for their bid for the 2022 FIFA World Cup 

In 2013, former FIFA President Joáo Havelange and the Brazilian Football 

Confederation President Ricardo Teixeira were both found to have taken bribes worth 

millions of dollars. FIFA executive committee member Manilal Fernando) was 

sanctioned with a lifetime ban for bribery and corruption 

Corruption Scandals in Wimbledon 

Secret files which allegedly contain evidence of widespread match fixing at the top 

levels of world tennis, including at Wimbledon, have been revealed. 

An investigation by the BBC and BuzzFeed News alleges that dozens of top world 

players are suspected to have been involved in match fixing, with some reported to 

tennis officials over suspicions that they deliberately lost matches. 

AII of these reported players, some of whom are alleged to be Grand Slam title winners, 

were allowed to continue playing. 

The news organizations were passed the documents by anonymous whistleblowers 

inside the world of tennis. These documents included the findings of a 2007 
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• investigation by the Association ofTennis Professionals (ATP) , which was set up to look 

into claims of match fixing and suspicious gambling. The investigation found that 

gambling syndicates in Russia, Northern Italy and Sicily had made hundreds of 

thousands of pounds betting on matches that were believed to have been fixed, three of 

which were at Wimbledon. 

A follow-up enquiry suggested 28 players involved in these games should be 

investigated, but their recommendations were never followed up. A new anti-corruption 

code was introduced to the sport in 2009, but due to legal issues, suspected corruption 

offences committed before its introduction could not be pursued. 

The BBC and BuzzFeed news have not named the players involved in the allegations, 

because without access to their personal records, it would be impossible to determine 

whether they took part in match fixing. 

However, they did claim that players are allegedly being targeted in hotels at major 

tournaments and offered upwards of $50,000 (f:35,000) to throw points during matches. 

The investigation alleges that a core of 16 players have repeatedly been reported for 

losing games when suspicious bets are made against them, but also says more than 70 

players have reportedly been flagged up to authorities in the last decade without being 

investigated. 

Prime Minister David Camero n addressed the allegationscOQ Mond.y ~8FPlIilllg and 
I 

called for an immediate and thorough investigation into the match-fixing claims, and 

admitted that the sport now needs to rebuild its reputation much like other sports such 

as football and athletics are currently attempting to do. 

"It's deeply concerning that another sport is facing such serious allegations," a 

spokesperson for Cameron said. "The most important thing is that action is taken now in 

response and that the independent authorities get on with that. They've got to build their 

credibility and confidence of those who want to know the real truth behind such 

allegations. " 
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• Good Governance in sport 

The governance and management of sports is a matter of public interest. This interest 

steadily increased over the years, as sport professionalized and commercialized 

blurring the border between amateur and professional sport. 

The legitimacy and autonomy of the Olympic movement depends on upholding the 

highest standards of ethical behavior and good governance. Principies on good 

governance have been developed by the International Olympic Committee and 

recommended to be adopted by the Olympic movement. 

Therefore, the main objective of the project "Sport for Good Governance" is to support 

the implementation of good governance principies within sport organizations by probing 

the present situation of their implementation, raising awareness on the issue and 

providing practical guidance on good governance principies (how to implement them). 

Public Policies Related to the Mitigation of Corruption 

National and international anticorruption organizations, including Transparency 

International, work with governments worldwide to promote legislative reform in this 

area, and can assist after a disaster. There are also a number of international 

conventions and agreements that address governance and anticorruption measures in 

public procurement that form the basis for international cooperation to improve 

transparency. To the extent international agencies are involved in reconstruction, these 

agreements serve as a framework for addressing corruption issues. 

The legal and policy framework at the national level for public financial management is 

an important instrument for mitigating corruption and providing transparency and 

accountability in reconstruction. Although core fiduciary principies apply to 

reconstruction financial management, planning, budgeting, and project implementation 

often use special arrangements in the early years of reconstruction. Even under special 

modalities, however, public financial management that conforms as closely as possible 

to the legal framework is critical. 

The Public Expenditure and Financial Accountability (PEFA) process is an international 

framework that is used to assess whether PFM arrangements are adequate. A PEFA 
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• analysis conducted in advance of a disaster can be used to identify weaknesses in PFM 

and areas for improvement and to monitor the effectiveness of reforms.4 In a post

disaster situation, measures to assess corruption risk and to prevent and detect 

corruption are likely to be less systematic and more situational. Assessments and 

measures that can be implemented immediately are discussed in this chapter. Social 

accountability or participatory performance monitoring mechanisms such as social 

audits and complaint mechanisms are also useful for strengthening post-disaster 

governance and transparency. 

Principies for Mitigating the Risk of Corruption 

Good governance is more than preventing corruption; accountability for the 

effectiveness of the reconstruction effort should be the overriding goal. 

A clear reconstruction policy and strategy with which all agencies involved are familiar, 

accompanied by agreements to combat corruption and to implement transparent 

reporting systems, and rigorous monitoring are tools for ensuring accountability in 

reconstruction. 

The larger the cost and the faster the pace of reconstruction, the more vigilant all 

agencies need to be against corruption. Tracking financial inflows and outflows, while 

important, is not sufficient for providing transparency and accountability throughout the 

reconstruction process. 

Disaster-affected communities, corruption's ultimate victims, can play a key role in 

combating corruption if systems for social audit or other kinds of participatory 

performance monitoring are established. 

Measures to reduce corruption in post-disaster reconstruction can be successfully 

introduced even if the country's overall integrity system is weak. 
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